DESIGN

Washroom Counter Solutions

SOLUTIONS FOR THE
WASHROOM COUNTER

Counter mounted soap dispensers are a core part of an easy to maintain, clean, and aesthetically appealing
washroom. Dispensers next to sinks eliminate soap and water drips on the counter from hands reaching for soap
dispensers mounted on walls or mirrors. Counter mount soap dispensers also free up space on walls and mirrors,
thus drawing attention to your design intent.
Bobrick has been a leader in counter-mounted soap dispensers for decades. With millions installed, our B-822
is one of the most popular soap dispensers of the modern era. Today, we offer a variety of solutions to meet your
unique facility needs for both image and maintenance on the washroom counter.

DESIGN

Whatever the design needs of your building, Bobrick has a solution that can meet the demands you have for the
look and feel you want for your washrooms, while still delivering on performance.

Durability is important to Bobrick, especially when it comes to soap dispensers. All of our dispensers are
engineered and tested with that in mind and come with a three year warranty. Use this brochure to help select the
right level of durability in dispensers that your building requires.

By not using cartridges, Bobrick’s counter-mounted soap dispensers reduce waste from both the unused soap
thrown away in cartridges, and the waste of the cartridges themselves. This can result in up to 57% less postconsumer waste. Our dispensers also give you the freedom to use green soaps.

With the right soap dispensing system for your counter, your building can realize significant savings on the cost of soap.
Universal bulk soap can cost significantly less than proprietary cartridge systems, in some cases up to 80% less.

Dispensers filled from the top of a counter or serviced through a cabinet on the side eliminate the need to remove the panels
that are now common underneath washroom counters, greatly reducing the time needed to service a washroom.
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STANDARD USE COUNTER
Standard-use washrooms can be found in most building types. They can have great variability
in terms of traffic volumes and frequencies, and a need for higher reliability with extended time
between servicing. In design, you want a matching look that will hold up over time.

NEW: B-823 SERIES MANUAL FOAM SOAP DISPENSERS
The B-823 series of manual foam counter mounted dispensers is one of Bobrick’s newest
product lines. The B-823 uses foam non-proprietary bulk soap - even more efficient than liquid.
Bulk, jug soap can save as much as 80% in costs versus proprietary soap. The B-823 can also
be filled from the top, saving significant servicing time on the need to remove panels beneath
the counter. Available with 4" or 6" spouts, and in 34 or 20 ounce capacity.

B-822 SERIES MANUAL LIQUID SOAP DISPENSERS
The B-822 series from Bobrick has been an industry standard for years. These counter
mounted liquid soap dispensers are built to last and be one of the most reliable products in
the washroom. The B-822 uses non-proprietary bulk soap like the B-823, but in liquid. The
B-822 and B-823 have a chrome finish for design integration with tapware. Available with 4" or
6" spouts, and in 34 or 20 ounce capacity.

NEW
B-823 Series Manual Foam
Soap Dispensers

OTHER BOBRICK ACCESSORIES FOR
STANDARD USE WASHROOMS
• B-165 Channel Frame Mirrors
• B-3944 Recessed Convertible Paper Towel Dispenser with Waste Receptacle. 12 gallon
capacity.

Top fill for liquid soap
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HEAVY TRAFFIC COUNTER
Heavy use washrooms have their own unique set of circumstances and needs. In buildings
such as casinos, airports, schools and stadiums, high volume patterns, durability concerns
and vandalism are factors that must be considered for washrooms.

SUREFLO ® TANK-IN-A-BOX SYSTEM
For high traffic washrooms, the Bobrick SureFlo system is an ideal solution. It connects up
to five B-822 dispensers to one cabinet, which is loaded with a single box of soap. Servicing
time is greatly reduced, and the need to remove panels under the counter is eliminated.
The cabinet has a low soap indicator light, as well as a built in reservoir that holds 2 liters
of soap. So, even if the box runs out of soap during a high traffic time, there is a significant
amount of backup soap to keep the dispensers running until the next service.
The Sureflo system uses a Pink Soap (B-81212), Premium Gold Soap (B-81312) or new
Green Soap (B-81412).
Sureflo® Tank-in-a-box System

OTHER BOBRICK ACCESSORIES FOR
HIGH TRAFFIC WASHROOMS
• B-3974 Automatic, Convertible Roll Towel Dispenser with Waste Receptacle. 18 or 12
gallon waste options.
• B-1658 Channel Framed Mirror with Tempered Glass
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NO-TOUCH COUNTER
In certain building types, patrons and tenants desire a more “touchless” washroom with as
much of the design incorporating automatic or touch-free dispensers and fixtures as possible.
For this building type, Bobrick has solutions to help meet your needs in design and function.

B-824 AUTOMATIC LIQUID SOAP DISPENSER
Saves costs by using non-proprietary, bulk liquid soap. The B-824 is filled from the top,
avoiding moving under counter panels. A portion control dial is used to adjust soap
consumption. Auto flush button for the maintenance of unit. Includes battery pack, but can
be wired with optional AC adapter. A low-battery indicator light lets building maintenance
know when it is time to refresh the batteries. Fiber optic activation creates precise
dispensing and reduces false activation.

B-824 Automatic Liquid
Soap Dispenser

NEW: DESIGNER SERIES AUTOMATIC FAUCETS
If you have a hands free dispenser, you need a hands free faucet. The B-8878 is an
automatic faucet with a polished chrome finish to match B-824 design and finish.

OTHER BOBRICK ACCESSORIES FOR
NO TOUCH WASHROOMS
• B-3974 Automatic, Convertible Roll Towel Dispenser with 12 gallon Waste Receptacle
• B-290 Welded Frame Mirror
Dispenses Liquid Soap
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PRESTIGE COUNTER
For those washrooms demanding that signature look, excellent architectural designs and
high quality materials and accessories are of the utmost importance. Bobrick excels in
offering products that meet the needs of these unique washrooms with accessories, and
now soap dispensers and faucets to match.

NEW: DESIGNER SERIES SOAP DISPENSERS
Bobrick Designer Series liquid dispensers are ideal for washrooms with the highest design
standards. The Designer Series incorporates die-cast zinc tops for a prestigious look in four
finish choices (Polished Chrome, Brushed Nickel, Polished Nickel, Polished Brass). They
come standard with AC adapters. Other finish options are available subject to longer lead
times and minimums.

NEW: DESIGNER SERIES FAUCETS
To complete the full design of a prestige washroom, Bobrick also offers a series of automatic
faucets with finishes that match the Designer Series of Soap dispensers.

Designer Series B-858 Polished
Chrome Soap Dispenser

OTHER BOBRICK PRODUCTS FOR
PRESTIGE WASHROOMS
• B-3725 ADA Recessed Hand Dryer
• B-167 2436 LED Mirror

Designer Series B-8878
Polished Chrome Faucet
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PRODUCT REFERENCE GUIDE
B-822 SERIES MANUAL LIQUID
SOAP DISPENSERS
B-822
B-8226
B-8221
B-82216

B-830 SUREFLO SOAP SYSTEMS
B-830
830-341
830-359
830-372
B-81212
B-81312
B-81412

4" Spout, 34 oz.
6" Spout, 34 oz.
4" Spout, 20 oz.
6" Spout, 20 oz.

B-823 SERIES MANUAL FOAM
SOAP DISPENSERS
B-823
B-8236
B-8231
B-82316

Soap Cabinet and Reservoir
Connector Kits (one per sink)
Liquid 4" Spout (one per sink)
Liquid 6" Spout (one per sink)
Pink Liquid Soap Box
Premium Gold Liquid Soap Box
Liquid Green Soap Box

AUTOMATIC SOAP DISPENSER

4" Spout, 34 oz.
6" Spout, 34 oz.
4" Spout, 20 oz.
6" Spout, 20 oz.

B-824

Automatic Liquid Soap Dispenser

DESIGNER SERIES AUTOMATIC DISPENSERS & FAUCETS
FINISH TYPE

LIQUID

FAUCET

Polished Chrome

B-858

B-8878

Brushed Nickel

B-855

B-8875

Polished Nickel

B-856

B-8876

Polished Brass

B-850

B-8870

Note: For other finishes please contact Bobrick Customer Service for information.
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For more information on the products in this brochure
and other Bobrick Accessories and Partitions, as well as
helpful cost and payback calculators for our soap and
towel dispensers please go to www.bobrick.com.

Customer Service: 818-982-9600
Email: customerservice@bobrick.com
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